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Decision re: Garrett Corp.: Ailesearch Mfg. Co. of Arizona; by
Robert F. Keller, Actint Ccmptroller General.

Issue Area: Federal Pcocurement of Goods and Services (1900).
Contact: office of the Genqeal Counsel: Procuresent Law I.
Budget Functionz. National Defense: repartment of Defense -

Procurement 6 Ccotracts (058).
Orqan:zation Concerned: AVCO Lycoming, Inc.; Department of the

Army; Army Air lobility Research and Develcpment Lab., Fort
Eustis, VA: Detroit Diesel: Allison Div., Inc.

futhority: 10 U.S.C. 2304(g). Defense Procurement Circular 75-7.
DOD Directive 4105.62, sec. III.D.5. A.S.P.B. 3-8O5.3. NASA
Procurement Directive 70-15. 51 Coup. Gen. 621. 50 Comp.
Gen. 202. 53 Coup. Gen. 977. 54 camp Gen. 408. 54 Coup.
Gen. 562. 55 Comp. Gen. 715. 55 Coup. Gen. 802. B-193463
(1975). B-170297 (1971).

The protester objected to the evaluation of its
technical proposal and tu the award of contracts to competitors.
Based on review of the voluminous record of the technical
evaluation, including the assessment of the technical risk
associatzi with the protester's fixed-price proposal, GAO
concluded that the Army's technical assessments were rationally
founded. A fixed-price contract may be awarded to a
higher-priced, but technically superior, offeror. (Author/SC)
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MATTER OF: Allasearch Manufacturing Company of Arionn

DIOEST.

1. Since Department of Defense special test, "four-ltap" source
selection procedures are comparable to source selection
prcjcodures of National Anronauticu and Space Administration
(ASIA)* GAO precedent dvilved frcta protest. £.volving NASA'.
prior negotiated procuramentu is of aid in reuolving issues
under contested "four-step" procureamt.

2. Protest against krmy's lnterprntrtlon of "four-step" selection
procid ire and evaluation of proposal. in timely uAder Did Protest
Proceduras since protest was filed witLr, 10 days from date yro-
tester t arned of grounds Siving ris, to protre..

3* Based on review -f areas of weaknesses and deficienee-is in pro-
tester's proponaI, UA0 cannoC conclude that failure to probe
areas resulte d ;t norz o pliance with statutory mandate for
discussions mince disncuesion. in areas might have led to improper
leveling of merit of technical proposals, especially as concerns
design weaknesses and deficiencies which are clearly within
offerors' "competence, diligence, engineering and seientiflc
Judgment."

4. Based-on review of voluminous record of technical w..lrAtion,
including assessment of technical rink associated with protester'.
flxed-price proponal, GAO concludes Army technical assessuents
are rationally founded.

5. Fixed-price contract may be awarded to hilher-priced, but
technically superior, offeror. Since agency's position that
higher-priced offeroro' proponals are technically superior is
supported, awardu to offerors c nnot be questioned-
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ALReserch Manufacturing Coipany of Arisona, a division of The
Garrett Corporation, has protested thL award of contracts to AVCO
Lycoming, Inc., and Detroit Diesel, Allison Division, Inc., under
Department uf the Army request for quotations (RFQ) DAAJ02-76-Q-0144.

The United Stater Army Air, Mobility Raaearch & Development
Laborator', Eustis Directorate, issued the RFQ int June 1976 for
"experimental, development, research, design, fabrication and test of
an 800 Shaft Horsepower Advanced Technology Demonstrator Engine." The
RFQ informed offerors that a firm, fixed-price contract type was con-
tenplated for the work and that two contrac.cu might be awarded.

The procurement was selected for "evaluation and contractor award"
under "four step source selection test procedures," described below,
Appropriate notice of the selection of this procurement for the "four
step" process wvs set fo:ch in the amended RFQ, as follows:

"The evaluation of all quotations receied will
be acconplished in accordance with the principles of
proposal evaluation and 'fcur-srep' source selection
procedures.'

The RFQ further informed offerors that proposals would be evaluated
in two maj or areas: (1) Technical and (2) Financial and Management, with
the Technical area considered to have the predominant weight. Under the
"Technical" standard offeoras were informed that-qqotationo would be scored
on the basiL of "merit, general quality, responsiveness to RFQ, technical
approach, substantiating data, contractor's statement of work, and
adequacy of facilities." Offerors were further informed that the "techni-
cal risk" of al: proposed components would be evaluated,

Five proposals, including one from AiRecearch, were received on
August 17, 1976. Army evaluators conducted * detailed analysis of the
proposals. One offeror was fouind to be outside the competitive range for
the procurement and was so informed. Financial proposals were then
obtained from the remaining offerors in the competitive range.

The Army informs us that "meaningfuL discussions" were then held
with the remaining four offerors-including AiResmarch. The Ary further
inform us:
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"a * * Questions wera discussed with offerors. Upon
receipt of the offerors' reupome to theme discuseions
the evaluation process continued.

"Tha Procurement Advisory Board met and was satisfied with the
result,' of the 'uManingful discussions' with the four contractors, and
.aneludod that no further discussions (with exception of one offerur
not relevant here) were needed prior to requesting 'Best and Final
offers.' 'Easet and Final offers' were requested with a closing
datea of 13 December 1976. Upon receipt the proposals were evaluated
in accordance with Step 3 procedures. AiResetrch was advised on
20 Decriber 1976 of its aon-selection for fi'xl negotiations under
Step 4. The PAh concluded that the AiResca-ch proposal pro~raa was
considered coe of very high technical risk.

"Megotintions (Step 4) commenced with the reoining two
offerore and awards were made after xtasnive review
of AVCW Lycoding and Detroit Diesel Allison on 28 January
1977, with effective date of contracts 1 February 1977.

"1AIesearch requested and was granted a debriefing at
the Eustis Directoratw, USAANRDL on 2 February 1977. * f *

,Th reasonm why the Army selected AVCO end Detroit Diesel-
notwithetanding the companies' higher (an average of 11 percent)
proposed prices compared to AiRssearch's proposed price--are contained
in~variou. docu~rntu inthe Army reports, The'fcontractii kufficer
inforum sus that "AiResearch was judged to hive'lower ngjine performance
with *ahigher risk of achieving this performance than either of the two
successful offerors." ;yt contrast, "both AVCO and Detroit Diesel1 " the
contracting officer continue., "were evaluated to have less risk:With
better engine performance in terms of horsepower and fuel consumption."
The Army's counsel has also informed us that the "proposals of AVCO and
Detroit Diesel were considered technically superior to the prntester's"
end that the "final conclusion of the Government evaluators was that the
protester's lowir price did not justify the high technical risk and
[that] * * * he would be unable to met program objectives wit'in the
contemplated time schedule."

Subsequent to the February 2 debriefing we received (on February 11)
Aulesearch'e protest. AiResearch'a initial grounds of protest were:

"Th, contracting agency failed to properly evaluate
AiResearch's proposal by neglecting its duty to
conduct meaningful discussions in all areas in
which AAResearch received lass than aaxtmw credit.
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"The contracting agency assigned 'wouakaess*' sad
'deficien tur' to Alossearch'a proposal in an
arbitrary ninner.

"The contracting agency placed undue mphasiv on its
subjective judgmeut of potential technical risk, even
though AiResearch's praposat tust have heo. considered
technically acceptable since AIReeasrch vs. solicited
for a 'beat and final offer.' It is pointed out that
the solicitation toriteuplated a firn fised price
contract under which the contractor would assume full
coat responsibility and a legal contractual obliga-
tion to perform as proposed.

"The contracting agency, as a rsiult of failing to
properly evaluate AtRsearch' a ffer, abused its
administrative discrction by awarding subject non-
tracts at prices $l,500,000 (13.3Z) and $1,170,000
(9.93) higher than that proposed by, AiRssarch,
either of which represents a material incrosu. in
direct coast to the Government for this procu-vnut -" *

Aiftesearch was told at the debriefing that its proposal, while
considered to be in the competitiva range, was not selected for award
"dte to the cumulative impact of a number of 'nolehills' (weakneases]
rather than for any sintle coupelling reason." AiRasearch criticized
in datail the Army's tchncial evaluation. The criticism contested
the Army's assignment of deficiencies and weakneu-es rating. given to
various parts of AiRasearch's proposal. These contested ratings and
the Army's reply (as developed in subsequent reports submitted by the
Department) to the criticisms are summarized under the captioned headings
listed below: (A considerable a*ount of documentation submitted by the
Army may not be discussed it ehis decision because it is classified;
ho-ever, we have reviewed all the material in developing this decision.)

t The Army argues that the protest is untimely filed under our
Bid Protest Procedures (4 C.F.R. I 20.2(b)(l) (1977)) because the
Army vies the protest as one against the propriety of the "four
step process." Since the four-step process was announced ln the
solicitation, the Army is of the view that AlResearch's protest
should have been filed prior to the closing date for proposals rather
than after award. We disagree. The protest is not one against the
propriety of the process an such but against the way the Army interpreted
chn process and evaluated proposals. These bases of protest were not
known until the February 2 debriefing. Since the protest was filed
within 10 days of that debriefing, the protest in timely. 4 C.p.R. I
20.2(b)(2) (1977).



Deftal scion

AlRaaesrch Army

(1) inlet particle a parator--AiReaearri (1) Tha Department
shouild not have been criticized for 1ak insiste that AiRasearch
of previous separator experimnze because has S.ut designed, fabri-
the company's proposal clearly stated cated, and tested the
that it had the required experience. *eparator for a turbine

angine.

(2) co bswtor-"Aieae-rcht a combustor (2) Notwithotaading the
design, contrary to tbheArzy's view tiat company's attempts to
it it undeveloped and would require jastify its design by
further development for acceptance, war rietating much of the
adequately dennstrated in the company' informtion previoumly
proposal and derived from a highly eub~itted in the pro-
developed miaf- combustor. poeal, the Army is

sulil of the opinion
that the proposed
design is undeveloped.

(3) bstringc, seils, shafting-Even if (3' Reaffirma posit:.on
the Asy 'a finding that seal buffering that component is not
recovery pressure is not effective, shown to be effectively
adequate pressures can be anhieved by other buffered.
*mans am shown in the proposal. Pressure for
effective buffering appears to be a difference
of opinion.

(4) engine design--Contrary-to the Army'a (4) The Army has infor-
view that the design was deficien t'because metion which indicaten
of.a large number of crosc-excitations in that the design of
turbine and generator shafts, Aitesearch's bearing ounts in
design either controlled cros-ev- itations AilResearch proposal
by damping, where possible, or properly is unpredictable and,
acco-eodated croso-excitations which are therefore, causes con-
inavisble. cern as compared with

a design which does not
have a large number of
cromm-excitationa.
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Alvnuearch Army

(5) angina perforimace--Although (5) The Government extrapolation
the Department insists that the method used to aet from the evaluated
engine will not meet the "600 "a level performuacr to the teat
SHP" requirement, AiRaseareh's condition wa exactly that ratio
calculations show that engine as pror oed by AiResearch. AiReuearch's
will produce "614 SHP." Further, approach will not meet th2 SHP require-
the Army's estimate of compressor ent.
efficiency is in error.

(6) development plane-Although (6) Neither the final statesent of
the Army faulted AiRacearch's work nor the development plao states
failure to specifically schedule that gas generator teating would be
* "gan generator test" during the continued after engine teats begin.
engine test, AiUR'.earch promised Any verbal understandings were
the test, if needed, would b- required to be included in the resub-
conducted* mission am was explained to AiReeearch.

(7) engine coat-Aney erroneously (7) No new information was furnished
projected (by 43 percent) certain which would change the original
elements of AEReiearch's engine deficiency. The Government cost
couts beyond the 100th unit. evaluation method was applied
AiResearch is correct in saying universally to a*l offerors.
chat there are little changes
in cost between the 100th and
300th unit.

(8) management structure/ (E) The Army affirms its previous
qualifications--Contrary to the position as tc AiResearch'* lack of
Anmy's view that AiRecearch's experience.
Rotary wing environment
experience is limited, AiResearch
does have adequate experience.

(9) "Personnel"--Contrary to the (9) Affirms judgment that individual
Armyus view that AiRebsarch's does not have any IPS experience.
IPS individual has no IPS
experience, AiReaearch'a
proposed employee is qualified
and experienced.
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(1) compressor--Coutrary to the Army's (1) Affirm Judgment tblat use of
vie that AiRsaarch'u ccqpreseor preavirl nozzles, instead of inlet
design aL "high risk" even though guide vanes, to raise flight idle
mnsw and attractive," AiResearch speed appears to be high risk.

Insists that it has demonstrated
the design as shown In its proposal.

(2) impeller performance--the proposed (2) The company possibly misunder-
performance does not czued deaon- stands the evaluation. Weakness
strated performance contrary to the is related to sea level static
Army's view that proposed performance condition rather than evaluation
is considered optifistic. while operating at the 4,000 ft., 950

condition.

(3) diffuser perforunce--Contrary (3) No additional data has been
to the Army's view that insufficient provided to substantiate the pro-
data was provided and that the per- posed diffuser performance.
formance is not within the "state-of-
the-art," AiRemeaerch's proposal lists
diffuser tests which substantiate the
capability proposed.

(4) gas generator turbine--Although (4) The weak point iterned largely
-be Army believes the assumed pump- from the axial turbine experience
Itg losses due to cooling flow are offered as '.ubstantiation for the
optimistic, the AIR-search data radial turbine. Nc new informa-
*etablishes the validAy of approach. tion was offered to change the
The experience documented in the weak point.
Al2esearch proposal confirms that no
additional performance penalties are
juatifi-d.

(5) power turbine--Notwithstanding (5) The ir~ue in that the off-
Army's evaluation that off-design design petformince of a fan
perfo'rac- was optimistic, AiResearch turbine does not directly apply
has deionntrated ihi high pr6bability to tue off'tdesign perforuance
of attaining the; proposed performance characteristics of a power turbine
objective. Therefore, prediction of for a turboshaft engine. The con-
the off-performance of the proposed st mnt echanical speed operation
turbine is well justified using of the power turbine spool of a
Ailessarch's calculation method. turboahaft engine requires a

different turbine operating line
as compared to a turbofan engine
where the fan spool operates free
of RPM governing.
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AiRsearch Army

(6) bearinge, mamle. shafting- (6) The propomed technique of presaure/
Notwithstanding the Anry's findings flow conltol in the meal cavity wam
that cavity leakAgem are not developed judged to be undeveloped. ALaes-arch
and that one bearing's life is margi- had originally rtated the pressure to
nal, AlRarearch's design is *ound. be 150 pula and subsequently changed
The potential for flow reversals has this to 86 paia without any clear
been anticipated. The bearing life *zplanation of how the pressure
meets RYP requirements and in not drop would be accomplished. In
marginal, addition, the downstream flow paths

described by Aileearch created a
potential for flow reversals in
opinion of thz evaluators. The
point now being made by AiResearch,
that the evaluators misunderstood
the bkS-.d of pressure reduction,
bus little bearing on the orig-
inal weak point. AiRemearch
disagrene with the method used by
the Government for bearing life
calculation. The method used is
widely accepted and wys used
unitvereally with all propofers
using the bearing loads proposed.
AU bearingm except for the No. 3
bearing were calculated to have
adequate life rnina the Government
calculation techniques.

(7) engine design and controller (7) AiRsuaarch'confirms that car-
memory-Notwithstanding that the tain portions of the engine perfor-
Army felt there was w'.ukness in the munce and mechanical condition
proposed excited modenWand con- information would be lost upon
troller memory, the design is shutdown. This losa of informn-
judicious. The system permits tion was the basis of the weak
effective use of hyd-aulic mounts point. Although mlti-shift
and doen not include a. volatile engine designa iath vibration
memory. The volatile memory weakness modem in the operating range. are an
could have been clarified in discus- accepted'practice, the weak points
sions The Army's concern with non- were assigned due to the recognized
fundameatal modes is not supported difficulty in predicting bearing
by AiRusearch experience mount characteristics which could

cause theme self-excited modes to
be of considerable concern later.
A design which had no vibration
modes within the operation range im
desirable, particularly in a
hel4 copter installation.

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - L 
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AiResearch Arny

(6) duvelop ent plans-Since the R3P (8) For the inlet thermal distor-
defies performance points at which tion and heat rejection tests, the
performance data will be taken and the engine development plan does not
Army will approve test plans, the specify demonstration at specific
Army'a criticism that AiRenearch's power points over * suitable range
proposal failed to specify dmonstra- of interest. The final Statemeut
tion at specific power points lacks of Work or Development Plan does not
creaibilty. addresu this specific area of con-

corn. Any verbal understandings
uare required to be included in the
resubaission as was explained to
AlRaeearch.

(99 engine coat--Although the Army (9) The Design Monitoring Material
criticised the proposal for provId- List (DMtL) is given for the 300th
ing a material list for the 300th production engine, whereas the RFQ
engine rather than data on the 100th requests this data for the 100th
engine, the RFQ did wot clearly engine. Although the RFQ did not
defina the base quantity for the specifically speak to the DMML, all
table. Further-contrary to the other cost information was requested
Army's view-the submission of teo for the 100th engine. AilReseareh
cost reduction targets was recom-nded that two DTUPC targets
appropriate. Sufficient support- be established, "ane for low-risk,
ing cost information wac also inar-teru production and one for
provided. a\production period ueing tech-

nologies yet to 'ue developed. It
Ws felt by the Government that
the use of two targets would have
been confusing. The RFQ specified
the use of one target based on the
engine design propooed for the ATDE
program. The Preliiinary Parts
Liet(PPL) propused'for use in nnwC
tracking does not contain suffI-
ciently detailed information on
the elements that isake up the
reported costs in terms of labor
and material. The use of the PPL
was proposed as a technique to
"amist in tracking the eng.ne cost
during the course of the ATDE
program. Failure to break out
the ites on Lhe list as to labor
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ALesearclh A7

and ate-rial v m considered a
weak point in that lse. visibilIty
would be available co the analyst
uainj the IlL during the course
of the program. Information
referenced in the nfferor's
Suppleaent 2 has to do with the
astiiated cout of the proposed
engine, not techniques to be
used for cost tracking during the
program.

(10) management structure/ (10) The original concern was that
qualificution.--Army's criticism that it vas not clearly indicated who
the decision maker in the project had authority to make program
organization has not been identified decisions and major conitmenta.
is not well founded. The proposal AlRaernrch states that the Govern-
clearly shows the project engineer ment was assured that the Project
as the decision-maker. Engineer had primary rechr-ical

re ponuibility for the program,
during the discussions of 3 Nov 76.
No written clarification of the
Manageumnt Proposal was made. Any
verbal understandings were required
to be included in tbe resubuission
a were explained to AiRecaarch.

(11) personnel--Contrary to Army'r (11) Most of tht information given
view, the proposed key combustion expanded on the background of the
man is vell qualified and should not proposed "key combustor man", over
be seen as having only miniumm end above the proposal resume.
qualifications. The basis of the weak point in that

the originally submitted resume
reflect. that the proposed individual
has minifma qualifications to act an
the keyman in development of the
ATDE combustor.

"FOUR STEP" PROCEDURES

-he "four step" procedures referenced in the RFP aud applied in the
subject procurement were set forth in Defense Procu.ement Circula! 975-7,
February 27, 1976, as follows:
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"The Department of Uefense is testing a nw
*.tbod of source selectioo fOr advanced, engineering,
and operational systems development contraets on a
selected number of procurements in mach Nil)tary
Departuent.

"This teat ls being conducted pursuant to
inUtructions outlined in Section III.D.5 of the
attached D6D Directive 4105.62, 'Se' ation of
Coktractual Source. for Major Defense Systems,'
1 iated January 6, 1976 (Page. 20 rttu 32 of tkLs
DPC).

"The following cpecial teat ASPR 3--805.3 lanRuige
[Duplication of certaiu key provision. of the
dirncticna. is applicable only to cha.* procurements
involved in the test.

"3-805.3 Dt'ocuedonc Vltn 0'f stars.
"(a) Except as provided in (b) below, all offercrc -

selected to participate,in discussions shall be
advised of deficiencie, in their proposals and
shall be offered a reasonable opportunity to correct
or resolve the deficietcies and to s bialt such price
or cost, technical or other revisions to their pro-
poeale thc say result from the discussions. A
deficiency is defined as that part of an offsuzror's
proposal which would not satisfy the _.vcrnm nt's
requiremonts.

"(b) In discussing technical proposal. for
procurements in-valving advanced, engIneering or
operational systems development (see 4-101), con-
tractlng officers hall apprise offerorc selected
to participate in diaiuseions oe nly those
identified deficienciem in their proposals that
lead to a conclusion'chat (1) the- eaning of Lhe
propos a or some sspect thereof is not clear, (i)
the of2eror has failed, to adequately substantiate
s proposed technical a'pproach or solution, or t(iii
further clarification of the solicitation is required
for effective competition. Technical deficiencies
clearly relating to an offeror's management abilities,
engineering or scientific judgment, or his lack of
competence or inventivenssa in preparing hif proposal
shall not be disclosed. Meaningful discussions shall

-U11-
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be conducted with the respective offerora
regarding their cost/price proposals. Such
diacussion may include:

(i) coat realism;
(ii) mathematical errors or inconsistencies;

(iii) correlation between costs and related
technical elements, and other cost/
price factors necessary for complete
understanding of both the Government
requirement and the proposal for meeting
it, including delivery schedule, other
contract terms, and trade-off considera-
tions (with supporting rationale) among
aith elements as performance, design to
cost, life cycle cost, and logistic
support. Offerors shall be afforded a
reasonable opportunity to correct or
resolve deficiencies and submit revisions
to either their technical or coat/price
proposals. * t *"

The genesis of DOD's "four step" procedures lies in similar pro-
cedures adopted several years ago (and used, with slight modification,
to the present time) by the National Aeronautics and Space Adainistra-
tion (NASA). (See, for example, NASA Procurement Regulation Directive
70-15, December 3, 1975, currently in effect.) In both procedures
there are statements as to the need to allow competitive-range offerora
the opportunity for discussions of technical proposals to clarify or
substantiate the proposal (or clarify the solicitation meaning
when needed). Both procedures specifically prohibit discussions of techni-
cal weaknesses (NASA's term) or deficiencies (DOD's term) relating to an
offerar's lack of competence, diligence, inventiveness, or lack of manage-
ment abilities, engineering or scientific judgmeat.

Since the DOD procedures are, in the main, comparable to the NASA
procedures, our decisions involving contested NASA procurements will be
of aid in resolving the issues raised here.

NASA's procedures were initially reviewed in our decision in 3-173677,
March 31, 1972 (sunarized in 51 Coup. Gen. 621 (1972)). We recognized
that, although the provisions of 10 U.S.C. I 2304(g) (1970) do not define
the nature, scope or extent of the discussions required by the statute,
it was our view that the legislative history of the law evidenced a
congressional intent that negotiations be conducted under competitive
procedures to the extent practicable ad that they be "meaningful by
_nking thee discussions in fact and not just lip-service."

- 12 -
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We further observed:

"The many decisions cited by the parties to this
protest, as well as others dealing with the utter of
'discussions,' were not decided in a vacuum or intended
to be merely abstract stateents of law. They involved
actual disputes concerning the conduct-of negotiations
for various services and supplies, ranging from wint.-
nance services to sophisticated electronic equipment;
the juetificatiLnu for negotiation involved many of
the 17 exceptions to formal adverti'iing, including
public exiency, research and developuent, and property
or services for which it was Ltra'cticable to obtain
competition; and the methods of contracting including
|find price and one of sr7eial cost reimbursement types.
NecessarIly, these varied procurement. involved different
con;ideritions, requiring Judgments -a to the methods
and techiiques uti±i.cod in consumating the contracts.
In recognition of theme facts,,we have not construed the
requirement for 'written or oral discussions' as an
inflexible, stereotyped mandate unrelated to the
particular'procurement involved. Thus, in many cases we
have found that defIciencies had to be pointed out in
order to have meaningful discussions. On the other
hand, in other Lazas, the facts and circumstances called
for a different conclusion. For example, in 50 Coup.
Gen. 202 (1970), which NASA hasulcited as an instance
where we held that the mere acceptance, in effect, of
a )ate revision constituted discussions under 10 U.S.C.
2304(g), the issue was whether the other offerors
should also be given an opportunity to revise their
initial proposals. We stated that since 'discussions'
had been conducted with one offeror, discussions must be
conducted with all offerors within the competitive range.
In 5-170297, May 26, 1971, also cited by NASA, the
procurenmet called for a quantity of generators on a
firm fixed-price basis. Additional tests were required
after the initial proposals were received, and the
offerors were requested Lo submit revised prices to
reflect these additional tests. Award was made after
receipt of the revised prices. It we contended in
part that theme proceedings did not constitute 'oral
or written discussions' but rather the acceptance of
an initial proposal without discussions. We disagreed
with this contention but stated that, 'we do not man
to discourage acre extensive ncgotiations of price in

- 13 -
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smiilar situation. nor to imply that they would
be inappropriate.' Thus, we have attempted to
resolve these disputes not only in light of the
circumstances of the particular procurement,
but in recognition of the clear congreossional
mxndate as evidenced by the legislative history
of 2304(g), for competitive negotittions designed
to obtain for the Governmert the most edvantageous
contract.

"Therefore, it is our view that whether the
statutory requirement for discussions must include
tbe 'pOinting out of deficiencies, and the extent
thereof, is a matter of judgment primarily for
dentimination by the procurinag agency in ligi t
of all the circumstances of the particular
proczresmnt an * the requireaent'for competitive
negotiations,.ard that such determination isrent
subjeet to question by our Office unless clearly
arbitrary or without areasonable basis. However,
the statute should not be interpreted in a uaned
which discriminates against or giver preferential
treatment to any competitor. Any discussion with
competing offerors raises the question as to how
to avoid unfairness and unequal treatment.
Obviously, disclosure to other proposers of one
proposer's innovative or ingenious solution to a
problem is unfair. We agree that such 'transfusion'
should be avoided. It is also unfair, we think, to
help one proposer through successive xfnimds of
discussions to bring his or.ginal inadequate proposal
up to the levs. of other adequate proposals by point-
ing out those weaknesses which were the result of his
own lack of diligence, competence, or inventivenass
in preparing his proposal.

"We think the propriety of the prohibition in
NASA Procuesent Directive 70-15 against discussing
'deficiencies' must be considered in the light of
these problems. We think certain weaknesses,
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inadequaciem, or deff&±en iew in proposal. can be
discussed without being iifuair to other proposers.
There well may be instances viwh it become. apparent
durIng ihe course of negotiationu that-one or more
proposer. have zeasonubly placed emphasis on sowe
aspect of the procurehent different from that
intended by the solicitation. Unless this difference
in the meaning given the solicitation is removed, the
proposers are not competing on the eame basis. * * *"

Despite our, feeling that the Directive nieded to be clarified, we
were unable to conclude--bamed on analysis of the particular fact.
involved-that the negotiation. had with the protester did not comport
with the statutory mandate for oral or written discussions. Particular
facca entering into this conclusion were:

(1) The protester had considerable "informal and formal contact"
regarding technical requirements of the procurement for a 1-year period
prior to submitting a proposal;

(2) The procurement was for research and development and requested
independent approache. sutstantiated by extensive data;

(3) Many of the protester's weaknesses resulted from failure to submit
backup data;

(4) Written and oral discussions were in fact conducted although thay
did not include poine'ng out of deficienc'es as much;

(5) Many of the technical questions asked did relate to areas later
judged weak, although they were frased in the context of clarifications;

(6) The protester did submit substantial revisions to its proposals;

(7) Although some informational deficiencies in one area of the pro-
tester's proposal night have been the subject of "fruitful discussions,"
any possible upgrading of the protester's proposal in this one area
would have been insignificant because the source selection official's
award decision was based primarily on a proper consideration-
confidence in engine design-not involving this one area;

(8) The weaknesses in the protester's proposrl were deficiencies only
In comparison with relative strengths of the selected compcnay; therefore,
discussions concerning deficiencies in comparative weaknesses would
inevitably have involved technical "leveling" and "transfusion."
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The observations made in B-173677, supra, have been used as &iding
principles in deciding several otiier N&ASproteats. See, for ea ple,
Lockheed Propulsion Company;'Thio'ol Corpor-tion, 53 Coup. Gem. 977
(1974), 74-1 CFD 339; Sperry:Rand CorPoration:and 6thers, 54 Comp. din.
408 (1974), 74-2 CPD 276; Dynalectron Corporation, Lockheed Electronics
Company, Inc., 54 Comp. Gan. 562 (1975), 75-1 CE' 75; Management Services,
Inc., 55 Camp. Gen. 715 (1976), 76-1 CPD 74; Union Carbide Corporation,
55 Coup. CGer. 802 (1976), 76-1 CPD 134.

The procurementi'involved here concains simil r facta,to the
cfrcum tances in B-173677, 'upra, namely: (1) Both procurenmnts were
for research and develipaent;. (2) Independent technical *&proaches to
be substantiated by extensive data were souight; (3) Discissions were
in fact conducted although they did not Include the pointing out of
deficiencies au such; and'(4) Many of the protester's weaknesaes'resulted
from failure to submit backup data and were only weeknas.eu in relation
to the contents of other superior proposals. Reviewing the areas of
weaknesses and deficiencies, wv cannot conclude that the failure to probe
the areas resulted in a;failure to comply with the statutory mandate for
discussions. Specifically, we cannot fault the pohinion implicit in the
Army's report that discusmions in the ar-ne might have led to an improper
"leveling" of the merit of techniical proposals, especially insofar as
relates to decirn criticisms, which are clearly within the reals of an
offeror's "competence, diligence, engineering and scientific judguent."
Moreover--to use one of the tests for the absence of meaningful discussions
mentioned in B-173677, supra,--there is no indication that discussions
should have been conducted to correct reasonable; albeit erroneous,
interpretation. of the company of sone part of the solicitation.

TSCHNICAB ISSUE

We have reviewed the Army's technical evaluation of AiRelearch's
proposal. Contrary to AiResearch'a view, we think the voluminous record
of Lechnical evaluation supports a corclusion that the Army fairly and
impartially assigned ratings for the p:.posals involved. Although
AiResesich obviously disagrees with the Arny's judgments on these
complicated technical issues, we conclude that the Army assesments are
rationally supported--including zhe assessaent of technical risk associated
with the AiResearch proposal. The more factvthat AiResearch's technically
risky proposal was on a fixed-price basis--while fixing the i-ediate price
of the work--does not eliminate the real possibility of needed adjustments
in contract price that might bs required by contract asondment to cure the
perforuance problems associated with acceptance of a technically "risky"
proposal.
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AUARDS AT PRICES HIGHER THAN THAT OF AflESEARCH

Alimsearch's final ground of protest relates to the ArMy's
deteriulnation to award contracts at prices nearly 10 percent higher
than AlRseuarch'c proposed price. AlResearch also says that th Ar'y
ignored its lower life-eycle costs compared to coats proposed in the
successful quotations. We have held, however, that a fixed-priced
contract may be awaridd t2 a higher-priced, but technic-lly superior,
offeror. Bell Aeisouace Company, B-183463, September 23, 1975, 75-2
(CD 168, and cases cited in text., Since ve have not questioned the
technical superiority of the seke Led offerors based on oier reviev
of the record, vs cannot take exception to the higher price's con-
tained in the awarded contracts. Moreover, contrary to Aikesearch's
understanding, its proposed and evaluated life-cycle costs were not
low in comparison to the selected offerors' life-cycle couts.

Protest denied.

of tee&l aJ gComptroller eirtn-'
of the United States
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